
Year 12 Photography: Summer Assignment 

One apple; twelve ways: Photographic skills 

 

Over the summer holidays you are to record the apple you have been given in twelve different ways. Each image 

needs to be postcard size (e.g. A6, 6”x4”, 14.8cm x 10.5cm). 

How you record that apple is up to you; however, each of the 12 ways needs to be different. You can vary the layout, 

the setting, the colour, what each image is printed onto and the apple’s state (e.g. whole, sliced, eaten etc). 

REMEMBER: Only one apple can be used, so whatever you do to that apple cannot be undone. E.g. photograph it 

whole before you slice it, or peel it etc… 

You could photograph it on its own, in a situation/place, inspired by a photographer or artist etc…. The possibilities 

are endless. They could be in black and white, colour, colour pop, digitally edited etc. 

How you present these 12 recordings is up to you. E.g. in a sketchbook, tape them together into a concertina, tape 

them in a grid, frame them, transfer the images onto fabric or make a three dimensional presentation etc…. 

IMPORTANT: You must prove that all these images have been taken by you. This can be proved by providing a 

contact sheet of the images, screen shots of the digital development, and the images supplied on a memory stick etc 

The skills you will be marked on: 

 Layout of each image 

 Creativity with what you have done to the apple 

 The variety of ways you photograph the apple 

 Camera skills – using photographic composition rules, technical skills with exposures, depth of field, shutter 

speed, lighting and camera angle 

 Clarity of the photos, e.g. in focus, appropriate focal point in the image. 

 What techniques you have used digitally or what the images are printed onto 

 Presentation of the twelve images 

Deadline for the assignment is the first day back after the summer holidays. We would strongly suggest you come to 

C23 or C24 to hand it in, even if you don’t have photography on that day. This assignment will be your first formal 

assessment of the A level Photography course. 

Any questions, contact the art department staff on either k.storer@ashbyschool.org.uk, or 

a.davis@ashbyschool.org.uk.  

Thank you, The Art Department 

Notes from the induction lesson about the summer assignment 
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